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EFFECTIVE DECISIONS



INTRODUCTION TO OUR

NEW MONTHLY NEWSLETTER DAWGEN GLOBAL INSIGHTS



Welcome to Dawgen Global and our February 2020 edition of our Monthly

Newsletter - Dawgen Global Insights.

This Newsletter has been produced to provide you with an overview

of our firm and the wide range of services offered by Dawgen Global

entities; whether audit, accounting, tax or advisory services.

Over the past 17 years, I can proudly say that Dawgen has significant

experience and expertise that we draw upon, day after day, helping our

clients to progress.

Our Monthly Newsletter will demonstrate the strength of our firm and

the unique and innovative approach we engender. This is communicated

through client case studies on how our team have collaborated to help

our clients succeed.

This issue of Dawgen Global Insights explores several management

tools and strategies including Blockchain Technologies, Performance

Measurement and Analytics.

In reviewing Analytics, we provide organizations with a good insight on

being Analytics-driven and the 4 core obstacles to generating actionable

insights with Analytics.

With organizations rapidly expanding their work with Analytics, we

will show how successful companies have forged a path that can help

organizations evolve their Analytic approach and focus on key areas

for improvement. Likewise, gaining a good perspective of the 4 core

obstacles will enable organizations to better come up with strategic plans

and actions to ensure that investments on Analytics truly pays off.

Performance Measurement discuss the benefits which organizations can

derive and was grouped into 3 categories —Financial Gain, Motivated

Workforce, and Improved Management.

I hope that you will find the information we provide in this Newsletter

helpful.



Dawkins Brown

Chairman

Dawgen Global
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awgen Global is an integrated multidisciplinary

professional service firm. We are integrated

as one Regional firm and provide several



professional services including: audit, accounting, tax,

Information Technology, Risk, HR Solution, Performance,

M&amp;A, corporate finance and other advisory services.



Our regional network covers Jamaica, Trinidad and

Tobago, Bahamas, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands,

the Eastern Caribbean (Barbados, Antigua, St Lucia,

Grenada, and St Kitts &amp; Nevis), the Netherlands

Antilles (Bonaire, Curacao, and St Maarten), Aruba,

Turks and Caicos Islands, Guyana, Puerto Rico, and

USA.

Our regional focus is to improve services to local,

regional and international clients. Through our

affiliation and membership in other Global Networks

and Associations, we offer a global perspective

while maintaining our regional insight by seeking

alternatives for you – we tap the power of both.

Our multidisciplinary teams of professionals leverage

a wealth of industry-tailored, practical approaches to

help you discover opportunities for your business.

Whether your organization is strong and healthy,

under stress or facing difficult choices, we work

with you to find financial, strategic and operational

solutions that improve your liquidity, financial

flexibility and stakeholder returns. We are here to

help you build a sustainable business – in the short

and long-term.
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CONTACT INFORMATION:

Regional Head Office : Dawgen Towers, 47-49 Trinidad

Terrace, Kingston 5 | Jamaica

Telephone



(876) 929-2518| (876) 926-5210|



(Caribbean) (876) 630-2011| Fax: (876) 929-1300

USA: 786-456-5990

Email: info@dawgen.global



ANALYTICS-DRIVEN



ORGANIZATION

4 core obstacles to generating actionable insights with Analytics.



1



Communication and Decision

Making Integration

Analytics that are not integrated into

workflows, and decision processes that

do not reach decision makers.



2



Skills to Interpret and Apply

Analytics

Inadequate skills for interpreting and

using Analytics among business staff.



3



Siloed and Fragmented Analytics



4



Time Delay



Siloed Analytics that produce competing

results.



Ineffective deployment and distribution of

Analytics outputs across the organization.
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Analytics-driven

Organizations are

creating a major

payoff from

investments and

a Competitive

Advantage



E



Risk Management. Yet, many executives are not yet seeing the



With organizations rapidly expanding their work with



results of their Analytics initiatives and investments.



Analytics, we will show how successful companies have



nterprise organizations invest in Analytics to improve

Decision Making and outcomes across the business.

This is from Research &amp; Development to Supply Chain to



Every organization putting on investment on Analytics

have



experienced



several



stumbling



blocks.



This



differentiates the leaders from the laggards. Analyticsdriven organizations have clearly established processes,

practices, and organizational conditions for success. Their

commitment to Analytics is creating a major payoff from



forged a path that can help organizations evolve their

Analytic approach and focus on key areas for improvement.

Likewise, gaining a good perspective of the 4 core obstacles

will enable organizations to better come up with strategic

plans and actions to ensure that investments on Analytics

truly pays off.



their investments and a Competitive Advantage.

In



this article we provides organizations with a good



insight on being Analytics-driven and the 4 core obstacles

to generating actionable insights with Analytics.

1



Communication and Decision Making Integration



2



Skills to Interpret and Apply Analytics



3



Siloed and Fragmented Analytics



4



Time Delay
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While insights are essential,

Analytics-driven organizations

ensure that rapid action is

taken to gain their Competitive

Advantage.



Investing in Analytics can improve decision

making and outcomes across the business

Analytics Leaders

were able to

reduce costs and

risks, increase

productivity,

revenue and

innovation, and

execute strategy.



Being Analytics-driven – Overview

The Harvard Business Review Analytic Services conducted a survey of 744

business executives around the world and across a variety of industries.

Focus was on the performance gap between companies that have struggled

to get a return on their Analytics investment and those that have effectively

leveraged their investment.



The survey showed varying outcomes.

Getting sufficient Return on Investment (ROI) in Analytics (18%)

Have executives consistently using Analytics in strategic decision making (27%)

Organization relied on Analytics insight when it contradicted gut feel (15%)

Highly successful in gaining return on Analytics investment (18%)



Leading organizations use Analytics more

pervasively than laggards

Analytics Leaders

always establish

the processes and

organizational

conditions to

successfully

deploy Analytics.



Being Analytics-driven – Leaders vs. Laggards

Leaders use Analytics consistently in decision making. According to 63% of

respondents, Analytic insights overrule gut feel in making a strategic call.



Business

Finance

planning

and

forecasting



Operations



Pricing and Marketing Executive Corporate

revenue

manage- strategy

management

ment



Sales



Supply

chain/

logistics



Information Human

technology resources



Source: Uncovering the Keys to Becoming Truly Analytics-driven, Harvard Business Review, 2018
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Businesses are faced

with core challenges to

leverage Analytics

Being Analytics-driven – Core Challenges

There are significant challenges that can limit the effective use of

Analytics. Considered the greatest obstacle to Analytics success

is the non-integration of Analytics into workflows and decision

processes.



54% Analytics are not integrated into workflows, and decision

processes do not reach decision makers

45% Inadequate skills for interpreting and using analytics

among business staff

41% Siloed analytics produce competing results

38% Ineffective deployment and distribution of analytics

outputs across the organization

31% Time lag – analytics are too late for decisions and actions

at hand

26% Analytics outputs too often conflict with prevailing

assumptions or business as usual

23% Poor presentation of analytical output makes them hard

to interpret

Source: Uncovering the Keys to Becoming Truly Analytics-driven,

Harvard Business Review, 2018
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The front

liners’ lack of

Analytics is a

stumbling block

as companies

strive to be

more customercentric, improve

customer

experience, and

market more

efficiently.



The 3 stages of Analytics

are interrelated solutions

to helping companies

make the most out of

their Big Data

Being Analytics-driven – Stages of Analytics

There are 3 stages of Analytics. Each Analytic stage offers a different insight.



1



Descriptive

What happened



2



Predictive

What will happen



3



Prescriptive

What action 		

should be taken



Analytics identifying

and describing what is

currently happening

Analytics that predict

what is likely to happen

in the future

Analytics that

recommend what

action to take next



A great number

of organizations’

Analytics are

descriptive.

Only a few

organizations

have advanced

predictive and

prescriptive

Analytics in

regular use.



Coordinating strategies, priorities, or investments become very difficult when

Analytics activities are scattered in local pockets.

Source: Uncovering the Key to Becoming Truly Analytics-driven, Harvard Business Review, 2018
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The struggle

to find return

on Analytics

investment is

consistent across

the globe—only

one-quarter

of companies

achieve full ROI

1



Core Obstacles – Overview

Analytics initiatives and investments are not yet paying off.

The roadblocks to success often lie within the organization’s

processes and practices.



Communication and

Decision Making Integration



3



Analytics that are not integrated into



Siloed Analytics that produce competing



workflows, and decision processes that do not



results.



reach decision makers.



2



Skills to Interpret and Apply

Analytics

Inadequate skills for interpreting and using



Siloed and Fragmented

Analytics



4



Time Delay

Ineffective deployment and distribution of

Analytics outputs across the organization.



Analytics among business staff.



The 4 core obstacles are causing the dismal performance of Analytics

initiatives of organizations.
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Organizations face obstacles to generating

actionable insights with Analytics



Core Obstacles – Results

There are primary barriers to Analytic

success. Data quality and difficulty

accessing data are considered the

biggest obstacles.



Poor data quality

Lack of effective and standard processes to generate analytics

Inability to access the necessary data

Business people’s difficulty articulating business need or opportunity for analytics

Inadequate technical/analyst talent

Inadequate analytical tools

Technical/analytics people’s difficulty understanding business need or

opportunity for analytics

Insufficient budget to fund analytics

Data and analytics methods needed to answer business questions are not obvious

Insufficient time to generate the required analytic outputs

Lack of the necessary data

Other



Lack of management alignment may be a major, but hidden,

barrier to business success with Analytics.

Source: Uncovering the Key to Becoming Truly Analytics-driven, Harvard Business Review, 2018
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Lack of Communication, Decision Making

Integration, and Skills to Apply Analytics

are core obstacles limiting the effective

use of Analytics…

Core Obstacles – Details (1 of 2)



1



COMMUNICATION AND DECISION MAKING INTEGRATION

DESCRIPTION

Analytics that are not integrated into workflows, and decision processes that do not

reach decision makers.



SURVEY RESULTS



Process

modeling is

getting easier

and more

automated all

the time, but

deployment

of Analytics

remains a

challenge.



1 Use of Analytics limited on specific areas.

Business planning and forecasting – ¾ of businesses

Finance, marketing, operations, and strategy – 50% or more of businesses

Supply Chain and logistics – 38% of businesses

IT – the least use with 30%

Human Resources – with the least use with 24%

2 Analytics activities scattered in local pockets across the organization.

50% have Analytics scattered

Difficult to coordinate strategies, priorities, or investments



2



SKILLS TO INTERPRET AND APPLY ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION

Inadequate skills for interpreting and using Analytics among business staff.



SURVEY RESULTS

1 45% of all companies consider inadequate Analytical skills a major obstacle.

2 Only one-quarter of frontline employees use Analytics with only 7% using Analytics regularly.
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… In addition, Siloed and Fragmented

Analytics and Time Delay are 2 can

further cause Analytic failures

Core Obstacles – Details (2 of 2)



3



SILOED AND FRAGMENTED ANALYTICS

DESCRIPTION

Siloed Analytics that produce competing results.



SURVEY RESULTS

1



There is lack of effective and standardized process for generating Analytics.



2 46% of laggards reported lack of standard process around Analytics compared to

26% of leaders.
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TIME DELAY

DESCRIPTION

Ineffective deployment and distribution of Analytics outputs across the organization.



SURVEY RESULTS

1



Need to better organize data assets and form data insight groups in key business functions.



2



Need to build Analytical competence within business units.



Analytics-driven Organizations ensure that a great deal of

collaboration exist between business and Analytics teams.
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Use of 4 interrelated

initiatives can drive

greater return on

investment in Analytics

Analytics Leadership – Focus Areas (1 of 2)

Successful companies have forged a path that can help other organizations evolve

their Analytic approach. There are 4 focus areas to increase return on Analytics.



1



ANALYTICS-DRIVEN CULTURE

DESCRIPTION

Build organizational culture around Analytics.



REQUIREMENTS

An executive leadership that displays commitment to data-driven decision making

A clear, strategic, and operational objectives set for Analytics



2



CROSS-FUNCTIONAL DEPLOYMENT

DESCRIPTION

Deployment of Analytics throughout all core functions of the business.



REQUIREMENTS

Analytics well-integrated into the workflow

Daily practice of workers, including the front line



Starting with an Analytics-driven culture can greatly

facilitate cross-functional deployment of Analytics.
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Analytics Talent and

Analytics-aligned KPIs can push to

high level returns on Analytics

Analytics Leadership – Focus Areas (2 of 2)

Analytics Talent and Analytics-aligned KPIs are 2 additional focus areas to

improve return on Analytics.



3



ANALYTICS TALENT

DESCRIPTION

Strong Analytical skills developed inside the

organization.



REQUIREMENTS

Strong collaboration between business

users and Analytics experts



2



ANALYTICS-ALIGNED KPIS

DESCRIPTION

Strong metrics for Analytics success.



REQUIREMENTS

A test-and-learn culture developed

An Analytics development process that is

participative and results more definitive



Analytics Talents and Analytics-aligned KPIs can strengthen commitment to

Analytics resulting to major payoff from investment.
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PERFORMANCE

MANAGEMENT

Performance Planning

Ongoing Feedback

Employee Input

Performance Evaluation

Performance Review
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Features of a structured and robust

Strategic Performance Management system

Performance Management (also known as Strategic Performance Management, Business Performance

Management, Enterprise Performance Management, or Corporate Performance Management) is a strategic

management approach for monitoring how a business is performing. It describes the methodologies, metrics,

processes, systems, and software that are used for monitoring and managing the business performance of an

organization.



As Peter Drucker famously said, “If you can’t

measure it, you can’t improve it.”

Having a structured and robust Strategic Performance

Management system (e.g. the Balanced Scorecard) is



manner. We utilized Approved Frameworks in our practice

which include the Balanced Scorecard, KPI Strategies,

Burke-Litwin Change Model, Strategy Dynamics, Strategic

Management Maturity Model (SMMM), among others.



critical to the sustainable success of any organization; and



It can focus on the performance of an organization, a



affects all areas of our organization.



department, employee, or even the processes to build



Dawgen Global Performance Management service assist

clients in establishing best practices to help them stay

ahead of the curve.

We utilized Performance Management frameworks that

ensure organization’s strategic and operational goals



a product or service, in addition to other areas. Many

people mistakenly equate Performance Management with

Performance Appraisal—these are different concepts.

In this article we will explore the features of a robust

Strategic Performance Management system.



are consistently being met in an effective and efficient
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The benefits

of PM can be

categorized into

3 categories—

Financial Gain,

Motivated

Workforce,

and Improved

Management

Benefits of Performance Management



1



FINANCIAL GAIN

Grow sales

Reduce costs in the organization

Stop project overruns

Aligns the organization directly

behind the CEO’s goals

Decreases the time it takes to create

strategic or operational changes
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2



MOTIVATED WORKFORCE

Optimizes incentive plans to specific goals for

over achievement, not just business as usual

Improves



employee



engagement



because



everyone understands how they are directly

contributing to the organizations high level goals

Create transparency in achievement of goals

High confidence in bonus payment process



by communicating the changes



Professional development programs are better



through a new set of goals



aligned directly to achieving business level goals
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IMPROVED MANAGEMENT

Flexible, responsive to management needs

Displays data relationships

Helps audit/comply with legislative requirement

Simplifies communication of strategic goals scenario planning

Provides well documented and communicated process documentation



Using integrated software delivers significant return on investment through a range of

sales benefits, operational process benefits, and freeing up more time for employees.
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The Performance

Management

Process

Effective



performance



management



systems have a well-articulated process

for accomplishing evaluation activities,

with defined roles and timelines for both

managers and employees.

It is important to ensure that all employees

are treated in a fair and equitable manner—

particularly



in



organizations



that



use



performance management as a basis for

pay and other HR decisions.



DETERMINATION OF

ORGANIZATION STRATEGY

AND GOALS

Performance Planning

Ongoing Feedback

Employee Input

Performance Evaluation

Performance Review
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At the start of the performance

management cycle, it is important

to review with employees their

performance expectations

Performance Management Process – Performance Planning



OVERVIEW

At the start of the performance management cycle, it



We are all familiar with employees who may achieve



is critical to review with employees their performance



exceptional results, but are extremely difficult to work



expectations, including both the behaviours employees



with, unhelpful, or exhibit maladaptive behaviours at



are expected to exhibit and the results they are



work—because such behaviours can be extremely



expected to achieve during the upcoming rating cycle.



disruptive, behaviour is important to consider in most



Behaviours are important, as they reflect how



work situations.



an employee goes about getting the job done--how she



Behavioural and results expectations should be tied



supports the team, communicates, mentors others, etc.



to the organization’s strategic direction and corporate

objectives.
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GUIDELINES

Goals must clearly define the end results to be



Goals should be difficult, but achievable, to motivate



accomplished.



performance.



To the extent possible, goals should have a direct and



Goals should be set in no more than three areas—



obvious link to organizational success factors or goals.



attempting to achieve too many different goals at

once will forestall success.



Performance management systems drive employees to engage in behaviors and achieve

results that facilitate meeting organizational objectives.
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Feedback on performance in behavioral

and results-focused areas should be

provided on an ongoing basis

Performance Management Process – Ongoing Feedback



OVERVIEW

During the performance planning process, both



For the feedback process to work well, experienced



behavioral and results expectations should have been



practitioners have advocated that it must be a two-way



set.



communication process and a joint responsibility of



Performance in both of these areas should be discussed



managers and employees, not just the managers.



and feedback provided on an ongoing basis throughout



Managers’ responsibilities include providing feedback



the rating period—additionally to providing feedback



in a constructive, candid, and timely manner.



whenever exceptional or ineffective performance is

observed, providing periodic feedback about day-today accomplishments and contributions can be very

helpful.



Employees’ responsibilities include seeking feedback

to ensure they understand how they are performing

and reacting well to the feedback they receive.
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GUIDELINES

Provide



immediate



positive



and



developmental



Focus on what the person did or did not do—not



feedback in a private location.



personal characteristics.



Ask for the employee’s view about what could



Collaboratively plan steps to address development



have been done differently.



needs.



Be specific about what behaviors were effective or



Offer help in addressing development needs and

providing resources.



ineffective.



Feedback provides the most value if it provided in close proximity to

the actual trigger event.
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Employee Input has been used

effectively in many organizations,

where usually it’s comparing

self-ratings to manager’s ratings

Performance Management Process – Employee Input



OVERVIEW

Employee input has been used effectively in many

organizations.

It often takes the form of asking employees to provide

self-ratings on performance standards, which are then

compared with the manager’s ratings and discussed.

An alternate approach is to ask employees to prepare

statements of their key results or most meritorious

accomplishments at the end of the rating period.



Employee input has a number of positive results.

Foremost, it involves employees in the process,

enhancing ownership and acceptance.

It reminds managers about the results employees have

delivered and how they were achieved.

Employee-generated accomplishments can be included

in the formal appraisal, decreasing managers’ writing

requirements.

Employee



input



increases



communication



and



understanding.
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GUIDELINES

Include the situation or circumstances faced by the

employee.

Describe what specific actions the employee took to

achieve results.

Describe the impact of the accomplishment on the

work unit or organization.



Employee accomplishments are strong predictors of how well employees will

perform at higher job levels—and should be used for promotion decisions.
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Many organizations use

competency models as a basis

for Performance Evaluation

Performance Management Process – Performance Evaluation



OVERVIEW

Many organizations use competency models as a basis



An advantage of competency models is that they



for Performance Evaluation.



typically include the full array of factors associated with



Competency models articulate the knowledge, skills,



success—e.g. technical, leadership, and interpersonal.



abilities and other characteristics that are deemed to be



Performance evaluation information can be obtained



most instrumental for achieving positive organizational



from managers, peers, direct reports or customers—



outcomes.



referred to as 360-degree feedback.



Job analysis techniques, such as job observations,

interviews, focus groups and surveys, are used to

identify key competencies and associated critical work

behaviors.

DAWGEN GLOBAL INSIGHTS I FEBRUARY 2020 I
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GUIDELINES

Communicate



key



performance



factors



and



levels



that



expectations.

Show



distinctions



in



effectiveness



help supervisors explain why an employee was

evaluated in a particular way.

Provide a job-relevant basis for evaluating employees,

thereby increasing fairness.



Organizations usually identify between five and 10 key competencies that

are linked to their strategic objectives and critical success factors.
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The Performance Review session should

simply be a recap of what has occurred

throughout the rating period

Performance Management Process – Performance Review



OVERVIEW

Since feedback has been provided on an ongoing basis,



The performance review session is also a good time to



the formal performance review session should simply



plan developmental activities with employees.



be a recap of what has occurred throughout the rating

period.



Any performance standards that are not currently

being met should be identified as development areas.



Therefore, there should be no surprises in the



If all current job standards are being met, employees



performance review.



and managers can look to the next level’s performance



During this meeting, managers should discuss with

employees their ratings, narratives, and rationale for

the evaluation given.



standards to identify requirements and developmental

areas to pursue in preparation for advancement/

promotion.



GUIDELINES

In some organizations, pay, promotion decisions, and

other administrative actions are also discussed during

the performance review session.

In other organizations, separate meetings are held to

discuss administrative actions—the rationale for not

discussing rewards or other outcomes during this

session is to enable a more open discussion about

employee development needs.



It can be difficult to schedule multiple performance management meetings between

managers and employees to discuss different aspects of the process.
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We have

identified 7

cornerstones to

the successful

implementation

of the

Performance

Management

process

PERFORMANCE

MANAGEMENT PROCESS

IMPLEMENTATION

CORNERSTONES OF

SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE

MANAGEMENT

IMPLEMENTATION:



1



Ensure alignment with

other HR systems



2



Pilot test



3



Get key stakeholders

on board



4



Train employees and

managers



5



Communicate



6



Evaluate and

continuously improve



7



Automate



Ensure the system

aligns with the culture

and business needs of

the organization.
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BLOCKCHAIN

TECHNOLOGY

OVERVIEW AND

EXAMPLES

ENCRYPTION

VALIDATION

DISTRIBUTION
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This Article presents an overview

to Blockchain Technology—

as well as specific examples and

use cases across several industries

What is Blockchain Technology?

Blockchain Technology has gained incredible appeal recently across many industries,

mostly notably in Banking due to the rise of Bitcoin. It provides numerous process

benefits through disintermediation, including efficiency, security, transparency/

openness, low cost, data integrity, among others.

This article present an overview of Blockchain Technology, along with specific

examples and use cases across a number of industries: Banking, Insurance, Public

Sector, Media &amp; Entertainment (M&amp;E), and Commodity Trading.



The World

Economic Forum

(WEF) predicts

at least 10% of

the global GDP

will be stored

in Blockchain

Networks by 2025.



Additional topics include: Block Transaction Process, Private vs. Public Networks, and

Disintermediation



Blockchain Technology allows a

network of participants to share

a database, thereby removing the

need for intermediaries

Blockchain Overview – Definition and Disintermediation

DEFINITION

Wikipedia defines a Blockchain as:

A distributed database that maintains a continuously-growing list of ordered

records called blocks. By design, blockchains are inherently resistant to modification

of the data. Once recorded, the data in a block cannot be altered retroactively.
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In layman’s terms, Blockchain is a technology that allows people



The key value proposition of

Blockchain Technology is the

elimination of the intermediary—

i.e. disintermediation.



or organizations who don’t know each other to trust a shared

record of events.

This shared record, or ledger, is distributed to participants

in a network and thereby removes the need for a 3rd party

intermediary (e.g. a bank in a credit card transaction).



Blockchain is just a type of database:

it’s unique in that in that database is

copied to all computers in the network

instead of centrally stored

9

Blockchain Overview – Distributed Ledger
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DATABASE BLOCK DESIGN
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Technically, a Blockchain is just a type of database for recording



6



transactions.

By design, this database is copied to all the computers in a

participating network. As such, Blockchain is also referred to as

a distributed ledger.



5

Orphan

block
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Data in a Blockchain is stored in a structured called a “block.”

Each block contains 2 core components:

Header: This includes the block reference ID, the time the

block was created, a link back to the previous block, and other

metadata.

Content: This is typically a validated list of digital assets and



3

2

1



Original

genesis block



instruction statements.

With the latest block, we can access all previous blocked linked

together in its “chain.”

This ensures the data is verifiable and independently auditable.



As the number of participants in

the network grows, it becomes

increasingly more difficult for a

hacker to overcome the verification

activities of the majority.
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Like many other types of databases,

Blockchains can either be public or privatehere is a comparison between these 2

models use cases across several industries

Public vs. Private Blockchains

PUBLIC

A public Blockchain is a network where anyone can



In the absence of trust, public Blockchains would need



read or write data from or to the ledger, as long as



to implement an additional mechanism to arbitrate



they are running the appropriate software.



disputes among participants and to protect the integrity

of the data. The bitcoin network uses a process known as



Bitcoin is an example of a public Blockchain.



“mining” to achieve this.



PRIVATE

A private Blockchain is a network where participants



There are significant opportunities for companies to adopt



are already known and only these approved



Blockchain Technology internally that interact with public



participants have permission to update the ledger.



Blockchains (e.g. Bitcoin), while adding new functionality.



Private



Blockchains



organization



(e.g.



can



be



created



for



access



to



employees



of



an

a



company), an association of organizations, or an

industry (of approved participating businesses).

Although processing is private and restricted to

select participants, the Blockchain can open up use

to consumers.



Some technology companies offer Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) on their cloud

platforms, which allow organizations to deploy private Blockchains.
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Here, we illustrate the Block transaction

process between 2 parties,

as it moves through the 3 phases of

Encryption, Validation, and Distribution

Blockchain Transaction Process

This diagram illustrates how a transaction between 2 parties occurs

algorithmically via distributed ledger technology:

ENCRYPTION



VALIDATION



DISTRIBUTION



The transaction is added to



The code of the transaction is



Once a transaction is confirmed and



an online transaction ledger



sent to a large network, where it is



validated by several parties, it exists on



encrypted



confirmed without compromising



the ledger of each as a permanent and



private



unchangeable record of the transaction.



with



security code.



a



digital



information.



This



also



eliminates the need for a central

authority.



The transaction information is recorded

and the transaction is completed.



Blocks of time-stamped transactions are on all systems across a value chain.



Let’s take a look at how Bitcoins work

Blockchain Transaction Example – Bitcoins (Crytocurrency)

To pay her, he needs two pieces of information: his private key and her public key.

Dave owes June money for coffee. He installs an app on his smartphone to create a

new Bitcoin wallet. A wallet app is like a mobile banking app and a wallet is like a bank

account.

This app alerts Bitcoin miners around the world of the impending transaction, who

provide transaction verification services.

Dave receives June’s public key by scanning a QR code from her phone, or by having her

email him the payment address (a hash string of numbers and letters).
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Many transactions occur in the network

simultaneously. All the pending transactions in

a given timeframe are grouped in a “block” for

verification.

The miners verify that Dave has enough Bitcoin

funds to make the payment.



When a miner solves the cryptographic problem, the

discovery is broadcasted to the rest of the network.

The new block is put in the network, so that miners can

verify if its transactions are legitimate. Verification is

accomplished by computing cryptographic computations.



Although Bitcoin is the most prevalent example of Blockchain Technology,

Blockchain solutions can be applied to a variety of other applications.



Extensive use cases already exist of

Blockchain Applications in both the

financial and non-financial spaces

Blockchain Use Cases

Data

Storage



Reviews/

Endorsement



Trading

platforms



Network

Infrastructure &amp;

APIs



Gaming



Currency

exchange &amp;

remittance



App development

Blockchain

in loT

Other



P2P

transfers



Other

Ride

sharing



Authentication &amp;

Authorization

Digital

Identity



Marketplace

Smart

Contracts

Real

estate

Diamonds



Source: Let’s Talk Payments
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Digital

Content/

documents,

storage &amp;

delivery
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Beyond cryptocurrency applications,

Blockchain can also be used in

Banking to fulfill Know Your Customer

(KYC) processes and regulations

Blockchain Applications in Banking

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Blockchain has achieved the greatest adoption and acceptance in the Banking industry. The

notion of Blockchain to facilitate the exchange of money is a well established idea, driven by

Bitcoin and other digital currencies. Beyond Bitcoin, there are other opportunities for banks

to leverage Blockchain Technology to improve other services and compliance activities less

likely to be subject to disintermediation.

EXAMPLE: KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER (KYC)

DESCRIPTION

As the name suggests, Know Your Customer (KYC)

refers to the process of a business identifying and

verifying the identity of its customers.

KYC applies to many industries, but in Banking, KYC is

enforced and regulated. In fact, KYC is mandatory for

banks in many developed countries.

The objective of KYC guidelines is to prevent banks

from being used by criminal organizations for money

laundering activities.



BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN

1. Reduce compliance errors by automating processes.

2. Enforce compliance by linking together multiple

banks.

3. Remove



the



duplicative



efforts



in



multiple



organizations carrying out KYC checks.

4. Allow for near real-time distribution of encrypted

updates of customer information—this creates a

“single” source of truth for all participating banks.

5. Identity culprits who attempt to create fraudulent

histories.

6. Other criminal activity can also be minimized by

analyzing the block data.



A private Blockchain network across multiple (ideally most) banks creates numerous process efficiencies.

Compliance is increased, criminal activities decreased, and customer data standardized.
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The Insurance industry can utilize

Blockchain Technology to stream

payments of premiums and claims

Blockchain Applications in Banking

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Similar to banks, insurers can also be viewed as intermediaries. Likewise, the Insurance

industry can leverage Blockchain Technology to stream payments of premiums and

claims. Data is also widely used in Insurance—e.g. in calculating risk and calculating pricing

accordingly—and this data can be migrated to a Blockchain network.



EXAMPLE: CLAIMS HANDLING

DESCRIPTION



BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN



For customers, the claims process is complex and

drawn out.



Insurance contracts are difficult to



understand due to the legal language used.

For insurers, the industry is facing growing challenges

in tightening regulation and fraud activity. Fake car

cash scams cost the Insurance industry over $400MM

annually.

When claims are made against multiple policies held

by different insurance companies, sharing of crossindustry data becomes useful—e.g. when combating

fraud.



1. Use Blockchain Technology to create “smart contracts.”

Smart contracts are computer protocols that facilitate,

verify, or enforce the negotiation or performance of a

contract.

2. Smart contracts allow customers and insurers to

manage claims in a transparent, responsive, and

irrefutable way.

3. Ensure only valid claims validated by the Blockchain

network are paid.

4. Trigger



payments



automatically



when



certain



conditions are met and validated.

5. Stream the claims process and reduce manual effort.

6. Improve the customer experience.

7. Reduce fraud via identity management as part of the

solution.



An industry-wide Blockchain network would allow all insurers and customers to enjoy a more efficient,

streamlined, and automated process. Furthermore, by storing claims and customer data on a Blockchain,

we would greatly mitigate (if not eliminate) insurance fraud.
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In the Public Sector, we can use a

Blockchain Network to store and

manage the Housing Asset Registry

Blockchain Applications in the Public Sector

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW



The public sector is an extremely large and fragmented organization. Its organizational

structure, systems, and likewise data systems are all separated. This presents opportunities for

Digital Transformation initiatives, including Blockchain Technology, to address inefficiencies

in current systems and increase the effectiveness of public service delivery. A Blockchain

network could also help in back office functions to coordinate and streamlining processes

among departments, agencies, and other governmental bodies.

EXAMPLE: HOUSING ASSET REGISTRY

DESCRIPTION



BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN



In the housing market, all land or property must be registered



1. The notion here is to implement Blockchain



with the appropriate public sector body if it is bought, gifted,



similar to Bitcoins, except each “coin” is a



inherited, mortgaged, or received in exchange for other



property asset (e.g. a house, piece of land). This



property.



concept is known as “colored coins.” This allows



It is very costly to keep track of so many property transactions

that accumulate over time.

For buyers and sellers, information about the ownership of

properties can only be accessed via the central asset registry

managed by the public sector.

Housing is susceptible to various forms of property fraud.

For instance, criminals may use forged documents to transfer

ownership of a property; or use forged documents to take out

a mortgage on someone else’s property.



all the historical transaction history of a property

asset to be traced (through the blockchain).

2. Automate



asset



exchanges



once



agreed



on criteria have been fulfilled (using smart

contracts).

3. Increase efficiency of transaction processing.

4. Reduce (or possibly entirely eliminate) property

fraud.

5. Resolve disputes over property ownership,



It is difficult to prevent property fraud, thus putting the



since each transaction is verified and stored on



burden of detection on all parties—including home owners,



a distributed ledger.



the government, solicitors, and mortgage lenders.



6. Reduce costs for registration body.



A Blockchain Network that stores all property assets would not only provide process efficiencies by

combining systems and data sources, but also reduce (or eliminate) property fraud, improve transparency

of transaction history, and resolve disputes of property ownership.
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Digital Transformation has irrevocably

altered the M&amp;E world—most to the

benefit of consumers—Blockchain can now

help content creators

Blockchain Applications in Media &amp; Entertainment (M&amp;E)

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

The M&amp;E industry is one that has been marked by significant Digital Transformation across the

last 2 decades, most notably driven by the digitization of content production and distribution.

Challenges still exist in terms of Digital Rights Management and how content producers are

compensated when materials are bused or bought through legal channels. Blockchain Technology

can be used to address these challenges by connecting the M&amp;E companies, authors, musicians,

videographers, and third party organizations directly with consumers.



EXAMPLE: MUSIC INDUSTRY ROYALTY PAYMENTS

DESCRIPTION



BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN



The music industry has arguably experienced the most

rapid advancements through digital technology, which



1. A Blockchain stores the original digital music file, along

with information on all the associated people involved



has vastly improved the experience for customers.



in its creation. Using a smart contract, the Blockchain



However, these technologies have considerably added



compensated. This ensures the artists are properly



complexity and reduced transparency for artists.

This has made it difficult for artists to determine how

much money they are or should be earning.

The music industry has traditionally been highly

intermediated with record companies, music labels,

agents and managers, etc. New Digital Technology

companies have added further players into the

system, such as streaming services, MP3 download

companies, etc.



also stores information about how the artist will be

compensated for any use of their intellectual property.

2. Prevent copyright theft.

3. Prevent illegal file-sharing.

4. Allows artists to record and publish their own rules on

how they would like their music to be used.

5. Solves (or alleviates) global royalty payment and

licensing problems.

6. Allows independent artists to sell direct to consumers.



To the consumer who is legally acquiring music, little will change with this usage of Blockchain Technology.

However, the music industry and artists particularly will benefit greatly, as artists gain transparency and

control over how their content is used and paid for.
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Blockchain Technology can completely

transform the Energy Trading industry—

replacing the transaction platform itself

with a superior one

Blockchain Applications in Commodity Trading

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Commodity trading contains numerous error-prone and costly back office processes, such

as trade confirmations, actualization of volumes, and innumerable forms of reconciliation.

Blockchain Technology would allow all parties related to a transaction to have access to the

same verification transaction record through the distributed ledger. This would transform

the entire deal life cycle by minimizing human intervention from trade execution to payment.



EXAMPLE: ENERGY TRADING

DESCRIPTION



BENEFITS OF BLOCKCHAIN



Energy Trading is currently inefficient, as intermediaries

and complex processes impact the speed of exchanging



1. Blockchain smart contracts can be used to transact

between parties. The Blockchain Network would



critical data.



provide a transaction platform that is highly



Firms are dealing with increased requirements for



incidents, and the possibility of reducing capital



reporting, transparency, and dissemination of data, all



requirements.



secure, low cost, efficient, fast, with lower error



contributing to increased costs.



2. Minimize transaction backlog and overall costs by



The numerous regulatory reporting requirements include

EMIR and MiFID.



3. Improve the availability and reliability of data.



In this use case of Blockchain Technology, energy

trading



intermediaries,



increasing speed of transaction execution.



including



brokers,



exchanges, price reporting agencies, and clearing

houses will be completely disrupted. As listed, the

benefits are numerous, but at the cost of completely

disrupting the current way of business. In fact, as

end users can transact directly with suppliers, it

removes the need for the energy trader.



4. Improve audibility of records.

5. Transfer title of seamlessly between market

participants.

6. Facilitate regulatory reporting requirements.

7. Reduce risk of fraud, error, and invalid transactions.

8. Reduce



credit



risk



and



transacting



capital



requirements.
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Tax evasion

cases surges

in Trinidad and

Tobago

Trinidad and Tobago has seen a 79% surge in tax evasion



Tax evasion indicators noted by FIU included the co-



cases last year, according to country’s Financial Intelligence



mingling of funds: putting business processes into



Unit (FIU) recently submitted 2019 report.



personal accounts, large deposits of cash put into personal



In that report Trinidad’s FIU says it has received 134

reports of tax evasion valued at TTD$697 million and 286

reports of money laundering valued at TTD$329 million.



accounts with unverifiable explanations and reporting

entities may not get clear explanations for the source of

funds.



Overall tax evasion and money laundering accounted for



This is in addition to depositors may use night safe



over TTD one billion in suspicious reports or transactions



mechanisms for cheque/cash deposits, business funds



in T&amp;T in 2019.



repatriated abroad with no reasonable explanation of why



The FIU recorded some 1,019 suspicious transactions

valued at TTD$1.7 billion for 2019. These latest figures

were first reported by local news outlet, Daily Express.

The FIU is reporting that 30% of the persons identified as

tax evaders were non-nationals from Asia, Africa and the

Middle East. The FIU received reports of tax evasion in

2019 amounted to TTD$595m more than 2018.



the money is going that way and structured deposits to

beat the reporting threshold fund limits: using numerous/

repeated deposits that get past that threshold.

The FIU is a specialised, intelligence-gathering unit within

the Ministry of Finance. The 2019 report, which was

submitted to Finance Minister, Colm Imbert covers the

period October 1, 2018 to September 30, 2019.



Tax evasion in T&amp;T has reached the extent of being among

the top five categories of suspected criminal conduct

leading to money laundering.



Work on fourth Panama Canal Bridge set to

begin late March

Work on the Fourth Bridge over the Panama Canal is set to begin at the end of March.

This was confirmed by the Chinese construction consortium, which is executing this mega infrastructure project and the

Panama’s Ministry of Public Works. The project, which is slated to cost $1.42 billion, is being carried out by the Chinese

consortium, which includes China Communications Construction Company and China Harbor Engineering Company.
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The start-up works will consist of relocations of public



an approximate length of 6.5 kilometers and will have a



services and buildings or structures, construction of



cable-stayed design, will be built north of the Bridge of



works, including the continuation of the work of the



the Americas, one of the most emblematic of the country,



temporary access bridge for the construction of the



located just at the entrance of the Pacific Ocean.



foundations of the bridge, in the western sector of the

Panama. The consortium and the ministry reported that

the alignment of the project and an understanding of

the



methodology



estimate



costs



that

have



will

been



be



used



to



disseminated.



“During the following weeks, the technical teams of both

organizations will continue to work together to determine

the final amount by which the contract will be reduced,”



The bridge will consist of six lanes for vehicles and two

exclusive lanes for the third metro line of the capital, which

is pending bidding and which will connect the western

commuter towns of Arraiján and Chorrera, in the province

of Western Panamá, with the city center.

“It will be the fifth most important project in the history

of the country,” said Panamanian President, Juan Carlos

Varela.



the statement said. The infrastructure, which will have



Delay sought for hearing on Puerto Rico

electric utility debt restructuring

Puerto Rico is seeking more time to obtain approval from



September that moved the Puerto Rico Electric Power



a US District Court to restructure more than US$8 billion



Authority (PREPA) closer to exiting a form of bankruptcy



of bonds issued by the country’s bankrupt electric utility



filed in July 2017.



company.



The deal would reduce PREPA’s debt by up to 32.5%, but



An agreement was reached to restructure the bonds but



its imposition of higher charges on the utility’s customers



attorneys for Puerto Rico’s federally created financial



has sparked concerns in the Puerto Rican legislature.



oversight board wants more time to execute the



While Bienenstock said the board remains “hopeful that



agreement.



legislation would be submitted within the next weeks,” he



Attorney, Martin Bienenstock, representing Puerto Rico

financial oversight board told U.S. District Court Judge,



warned “it is not exact science” when and if the island’s

lawmakers would approve the deal.



Laura Taylor Swain that his client is seeking another



Bienenstock also said the oversight board is reviewing a



postponement for a March 31 hearing on the deal.



request by 13 members of Congress to renegotiate the



The request was made although lawyers for two bond



PREPA RSA in the wake of a series of earthquakes that



insurance companies said they would oppose the delay.



shook the island since late December.



A board representative said the oversight body wants to



Meanwhile, a proposal to restructure US$35 billion of core



ensure that the Puerto Rican legislature has sufficient time



government bonds and claims and more than $50 billion



to consider and pass legislation needed to implement the



of pension liabilities remains on course, despite the most



agreement.



recent events.



The court hearing will take up a restructuring support

agreement (RSA) reached with a majority of creditors in
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